‘Peripheral Vision’: an exhibition by a group of six high school visual and performing artists.

27th APRIL 2009
3pm–4pm
OPEN DAY PROGRAMME @ D6 Museum
12h30: Ex-residents & Museum friends ‘High Tea’
13h30: PeaceJam book launch — ‘Reality changes’
a comic book by youth
15h00: Exhibition opening: ‘Peripheral Vision’

PERIPHERAL VISION
A COLLABORATIVE VISUAL ARTS AND MEDIA PROJECT WITH
LAVA, ZENIT, BOTKYRKA KONSTHALL (Stockholm, Sweden),
DISTRICT SIX MUSEUM, PEACEJAM, UMBON’OMHLE & SOUTH
PENINSULA HIGH SCHOOL (Cape Town, South Africa)

Ruben Rynhardt; Yusra Price; Lubabalo Yanta;
Isaac Njini; Thandiwe Mnyateli; Fahmeedah Zalgaonker